Dark nights, cold weather and the talk of mid-winter rings alarm
bells with respiratory physio.
It’s Chest Infection Season!
Although there are many people who are susceptible to chest
infections in the colder months there are ways to prevent them.
Follow the 3 simple steps on the next few pages to keep you
healthy and fighting fit this Winter.

1. Stay Hydrated
Current NHS guidelines recommend that we drink 1.5-2L fluid per
day.

2. Keep Moving
Not a regular at the gym? Too cold or icy to go out?
Don’t worry – You can set up a small circuit of exercises in your
very own home.
Our top 3 exercises for keeping active this Winter are:
(see exercise images on next page):

1) Step Ups
Stand facing the bottom step of your stairs.
Step up with one foot, then the other.
Bring one foot back down, then the other.

To be honest the last thing you may feel like doing in this cold,
dark weather is drinking water but why is it necessary?

Repeat for 30 seconds.

Water is essential for bodily functions such as:

Hold a bottle of water or a dumbbell in each hand.

transporting nutrients and oxygen around your body

2) Bicep Curls

getting rid of waste products

Bend your elbow, bringing your hand to your shoulder, then relax
back down.

controlling your temperature

Repeat with the other arm.

the function of your digestive system

Repeat for 30 seconds.

What Should I Drink?

3) Chair Squats

The best fluids to drink this winter are:

Stand facing away from a chair.

Water and

Sit down onto the chair, then stand up again.

Fruit squash (sugar free)

Repeat for 30 seconds.

Other fluids can contribute to your daily intake if taken in
moderation. They contain other substances such as caffeine
and sugar and shouldn’t be consumed in large quantities:
Tea
Coffee
Fruit tea
Fruit juice
Diet fizzy drinks

Fluids to be avoided include:
Alcohol
Sugary fizzy drinks
If in doubt, stick with water and you’ll be on your way to 2 litres
a day!

After you’ve been through all the exercises, you can repeat each
one 3 or 4 times to get a solid workout for your arms, legs and
lungs.
Remember to take the exercises at a speed that is right for you.
The slower you go, the harder your muscles will work. But speed
it up and your lungs will work harder.
You can also adjust the number of times you do each exercise.
It’s better to start with less repetitions and build it up gradually,
than start with too much and struggle towards the end of the
exercises.
To see the exercises in action and view easier and harder
variations of each exercise, click on the heading of each exercise
to view it on the C-Physio YouTube Channel.
Finally, if there’s no snow or ice on the ground, then head out
walking.

1) Step Ups

2) Bicep Curls

3) Chair Squats

At C-Physio we aim to make you feel better
and to help you have confidence in our
service before, during and after your visits to
us we offer you our
5 Guarantees:
Your first appointment in under 24 hours or you
get it for free!
Treatment at your first appointment or your next
session free!
On time, every time or £10 off!
The best outcome in the area or your money back!
Tip-top condition for life or a free Physio Tip Top Check!

Whichever way you look at it, you are guaranteed successful
treatment at C-Physio!

